TRINITY ACADEMY
Home Learning Bulletin
Faculty Updates from Curriculum Leaders

Week #10: 22/03/21 – 26/03/21

Welcome to our weekly Digital Home Learning bulletin. Building upon the success of last
year’s bulletin, this streamlined version provides the reader with a summary of the
topics/tasks that each faculty would like learners to focus on for the week ahead.
As a school, we have taken the time to consider and prepare a simple format for organising
our work and explaining the tasks within Teams. All teaching staff will be following this
approach to ensure there is a clear and consistent experience for our learners when they
are using Teams. We recently shared the “Returning to School Handbook for Parents and
Carers” (click to view) with step-by-step instructions on how to access Office365 and
Teams.
Since the instructions, resources and other support materials to accompany these tasks are
all available from within Teams you will notice this bulletin is more condensed in its
content.
If you have any questions about coursework in this bulletin, then please contact the
Curriculum Leaders using the email address link in the subject title on their faculty page.
Please use the links below to direct you to the most relevant sections for you.
Click on the subject icon in the title of each page to return to this contents page.
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General Information on Home Learning & Requests
General Enquiries (SLT)
S1/2 BGE Timetable Reminder
As the S1/2 are now working on a 2-week rota we are going to include the Week A or Week B
timetable as a reminder for learner, parents and carers. This week you should be working on the
following WEEK B timetable:

School Homepage Update: Priority Information
In order to ensure the most important
information and resources are the easiest to
access, we have simplified the Trinity Academy
website during the school closure.
On the homepage you will now see a series of
tabs. Click the tab and read the description. If
you click on the image it will take you directly
to a key webpage or load an important PDF.
We hope this helps parents, carers and learners
keep up to date with the most important and
essential information.
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Digital Learning Responsible Use Policy + Live Learning Experiences
All learners, parents and carers should be aware of the responsible use policy for digital learners. This
has been shared previously and exists within the website but for easy access we have included this in
the tabs on the new homepage or you can view directly by clicking here.
Many faculties are now offering a
range of live learning experiences.
These are pre-scheduled via Teams
and will appear in your child’s
calendar within as shown to the right
 
At the start of each day your child
should check their calendar to see
what live learning experiences are on
offer and when they will begin.
It may be worth looking through the
calendar schedule with your child to
help them plan and prepare for their
home learning for the day.
Click here to view a short Microsoft
video guide on how to join a Teams meeting.
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Reminder to all Pupils- Accessing Teams
If devices are shared between siblings, it is imperative that individual pupils log on to Teams using
their own details. This will ensure they have direct access to their designated links, files and materials,
and will avoid access being denied.
Using the “Chat” Facility in Teams:
Firstly, a huge thank you to all pupils who are actively engaged in their learning and making the very
best of an unusual and challenging situation. The staff really appreciate your cooperation and
participation in their digital learning courses.
These are challenging times for us all and we appreciate that, for some, getting the opportunity to
engage in lessons can be difficult. Can we remind you all that the interactions, such as email or chat
facilities, on Teams should be limited to “educational” discussion and requests of support.
Please keep all comments and chat related to the classwork and do not use it to make inappropriate or
silly comments to staff or other pupils. The normal City of Edinburgh code of conduct for learners
using IT facilities still applies.
A Guide to Handing in your Digital Work on Teams:
Ms Milne has made a useful 1 single page guide on how to submit work to your teachers using Teams.
This applies to all Teams and not just music. Instructions are on the school website and
can be found by clicking the icon to the right :

Managing your learning during school closure:
Learning from home is not easy and can sometimes be a bit overwhelming. It is very important to
maintain some structure and routine to learning but how you structure your day might be different to
your friends, as all our situations are different.
Virtual school is different to real school and you will not be able to work in the same way, or for the
same amount of time. Learners in S1-3 should aim to work towards 3-4 hours of home learning per
day – if you can do this, then you are doing well. For those in S4-6, it would be advisable to work
towards 4-6 hours per day where possible with the obvious adjustments being made for the shorter
Friday. Please do not try to work independently from 8.30am to 3:20pm. Some of the guidance below
should help you plan your home learning experience. Please try to:

1. Have regular times for meals.
2. Build in time for fresh air and exercise as far as this is possible.
3. Make a daily plan of activities and spread your learning activities across the week rather than trying
to do every subject every day.

4. If you are unable to complete all the work and assignments set in a week, please don’t panic, you
can continue with them the next week.

5. Do remember to upload assignments to Teams or email to your teacher so they can help and
support you.
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6. In Teams, remember to turn on notifications for all Teams you are in or you could miss out on new
notices or assignments. Every team has its own user settings.

7. Do keep in touch with your friends and classmates, talk to them about the work you are doing.
8. Do contact your teacher or Pupil Support Leader if you need help with the work or have other
concerns.

Making Teams Easy for Everyone:
We appreciate that Teams is new to pupils but please be aware that this is also new to staff. Four
things that pupils could do to help make things easier are:
1. Please read and follow the instructions. Teachers have taken the time to prepare these to help guide you
through the work. If you do your own thing it won’t necessarily help you or make things easier.
2. Please meet your teachers’ deadlines the same as you would if you were in school. They are setting these to
help you manage your time. If you can’t make a deadline then please try to let our teacher know in advance.
3. If you are working on paper, please use an app to take a photo and save as a PDF. This is much easier to
review than a photograph.
4. Finally, when you email files in to staff please make sure that you include your name in the file name and
email subject. This really helps!
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Business, Computing & RMPS
Mr Caldwell
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
Business Management
S2 - Equality in the workplace
S3 - Laws and Business
Computing
S1 - Introduction to JavaScript coding using Code Town
S3 - Software Development Process notes and Questions
RME
S1 and S2 - Research task/assignment on Teams
S3 Elective - Buddhism for Ms Dorward & Religion/Relationships for Ms. Strachan
S3 Core- World Earth Hour

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Business Management
N4/5 – Sources of Finance and more! (Ms Landels).
Nat4/5: Finance Revisited (Mr Golden)
Higher – Cash Budget basics
Ad Higher Business: Government support for Business
Computing
Nat 4 - Web Design revision (Mr Doherty)
Nat 5 - Software design and development in Scholar (Mr Doherty)
Nat 4/5 – Security Precautions in Scholar (Mr Caldwell)
Higher - Security Risks and Precautions in Scholar
RME
S4 Core- World Earth Hour
N4/5 - Miracles PPTs on Teams
Higher RMPS - Sexual Relationships and the Purpose of Sex (Ms Dorward)
Higher RMPS - Assignments and Miracles - Literal and Symbolic (Ms Strachan)
AH - Palmers view on Teleological Argument (Ms Strachan)
AH RMPS - Source Questions/dissertations/Durkheim/Wilson/Freud/Jung (Ms Dorward)
Higher Philosophy- Hume The Hidden Blue
Higher Psychology – Sleep and Dreams, Research Assignment
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English (English & Media)
Mrs O`Connor
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1:
While learning online at home, continue with the RUAE tasks in your class Team.
When you are in school, continue reading and analysing ‘The Veldt’ with your class teacher.
S2:
While learning online, continue with the work set on the short story 'All Summer in a Day'.
When you are in school, continue to focus on creative writing. *Entries for the 50-word competition are due on
26th March.*
S3: In school you will be continuing to work on 'Brooklyn Cop', with a new RUAE skills worksheet to work on for
home learning.

From Mr Clarkson in the School Library
All BGE pupils encouraged to continue reading for pleasure. Link to free online library provided on Teams.
If you are looking for some additional literacy based tasks then click here to read the librarians challenge!

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Higher - While in school we will be focusing on RUAE skills. While working at home, you will be working
independently on your folio- due March 30th- and continuing with literature analysis as per your teacher’s
instructions on Teams.
Nat 5 English : While in school we will be focusing on RUAE skills. While working at home, you will be working
independently on your folio - due March 23rd - and continuing with literature analysis as per your teacher’s
instructions on Teams.
English National 4: In school we will be introducing the poem ‘Brooklyn Cop’. At home , you will be continuing to
build your RUAE skills.
Media -While in school you will be researching institutions . While at home, continue with your assignment.
AH- Textual analysis in school and consolidate skills by working on a practice assignment at home.
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Expressive Arts (Art, Dance, Drama and Music)
Ms Milne
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1 Art- Observational drawing of a utensil
S3 Art- An opportunity to catch up/further develop any task that has been missed/incomplete
S1 Drama- Your Drama lessons are now being recorded as streams which Mrs Moss is posting in your Teams.
These will guide you through the activities for each lesson. Group discussions and practical tasks will be followed
up in class when we see you. Lesson slides are in Files>Class Materials>Current Work>Commedia.
S2 Drama- Your Drama lessons are now being recorded as streams which Mrs Moss is posting in your Teams.
These will guide you through the activities for each lesson. Group discussions and practical tasks will be followed
up in class when we see you. Lessons and workbook are in Files>Class Materials>Current Work>The Island.
S3 Drama- Each Wednesday we will be meeting on Teams to keep up with what the rest of the class are doing in
school. Please try to finish and submit your Peter Pan Production Tasks as much as you can. Then concentrate on
the Stimulus Booklet, looking at each Stimulus and writing down all ideas you get from this in the mind maps later
in the booklet. Files>Class Materials>Current Work>Stimulus
S3 Music Tech- Complete the mixing plan of Wake me up by Avicii
S1 Music- Watch live lesson video back and practice the rock drum beat with 2 fills (7 Nation Army)
S2 Music- Create 'What is Good Music?' powerpoint
S3 Music- Revise both weeks videos of instruments of the orchestra. You will complete a listening assessment the
week after Easter
S3 Musical Theatre- Practice your part of your small group piece ready to record

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
N5 Art (BB)- Expressive folio
N5 Art (LC)- Expressive Portfolio
Higher Art (BB)- Expressive folio
Higher Art (LC)- Expressive folio
Advanced Higher Art- Folio Work
NPA Photography- Catch up
Higher Photography- SQA Project
N5 Drama- Please complete the Practice Paper and Folio Forms if you have not already. We will have a live lesson
on Thursday afternoon to rehearse Daisy Pulls It Off.
Higher Drama- Rehearsals in class with understudies to continue. We are gathering costume, set and prop
requirements for the different pieces. We will try and continue with essay workshops and rehearsals on Teams
where noone is in class (Rota A) so that this time is well-spent. Please use your time at home to learn lines and
practice essays.
AH Drama- Rehearsals in class with understudies to continue. We will continue to use your Wednesday morning
lesson to work on projects. At home, keep building your research and developing the structure of your project, as
well as learning lines and rehearsing your monologues.
N5 Music Tech- Continue working on the projects and logbook. Revise National 4 concepts - part 2- Power Point
slides and quiz available in Teams
Higher Music Tech- Continue developing the projects and update the logbook.
N5 Music- Revise course booklet & complete any recordings
Higher Music- Revise course booklet & complete any recordings
AH Music- Revise listening & complete any recordings
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Mathematics
Ms Kelly
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1/2
Week B ( 2 Lessons )
Negative numbers and coordinates revision. Speed, distance and time revision.
S3
S3 (JB) : Pythagoras and Angles
S3 (CK) – Further practise on N4 Algebraic skills
S3 (KF): National 4 Expressions and Formulae Unit Revision
3X1/2 (JF/LK) – Revision in school, Scale factor and Similarity at home
S3 (SC) : Graphs, Charts and tables (unit 3, National 3)

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
S4
4Y1(CK) - Revising Trig graphs and Equations and looking at past papers for whole course revision.
4X1 (KF): Applications Unit Revision
S4 N5 (GB/LK) – Algebraic Fractions in class, Standard Deviation at home
S4(JF/JB)- Personal Finance
S5/6
S5/6E N5 (JF) – Trigonometric Graphs
N5 S5 (JB) : Trigonometric Equations
Higher (JB) : Revision
Higher (CK) - Revising the Differentiation topic and looking at past papers for whole course revision.
Higher (GB) : Higher – course revision
Personal Finance : S4, work through the Personal Finance folder as well as National 4 Numeracy. For S5/6 – use
the National 4 resources to practice your skills in advance of our return, or personal finance if National 4 is
complete.
AH Stats: Hypothesis Testing Revision
AH Mathematics: Graphs and Functions
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Modern Languages (French & Spanish)
Mrs Millar
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1- BGE French: Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 3.
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website/Languages on line. You
will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams). Lead teacher Ms
V Blair)
S2- BGE French: Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 3
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website/ Languages on line. You
will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams.(lead teacher Ms
M Brown)
S3- BGE French: - Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 4/5 Edexcel .
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website / Languages on line.
You will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams.
(3x1/3y1 Lead Teacher Mrs C Cassels. (3x2/3x3/3y2/3y3 -Lead Teacher Ms E Williams.)
BGE Spanish
S1- Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 4 .
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website/ Languages on line
You will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams. (Lead
teacher Ms V Blair)
S2- Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 3 .
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website/Languages on line . You
will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams.(lead teacher Ms
M Brown)
S3- Complete all outstanding Pearson’s active learn tasks for Mod 5 .
Once finished complete the suggested extension activities set on the Linguascope website/ Languages on line .
You will be directed as to which topic areas and level to cover in the weekly closure folder on Teams.(Lead teacher
Mrs Millar)

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Senior French:
N4/5 French Pupils- (Lead Teacher Mrs Cassels)
Pupils will be expected to fully prepare and revise for any approaching SQA Speaking test. Once speaking test
completed focus will turn towards revision for the Writing aspect of the course in school (job application). Home
Learning will take the form of skills development via Scholar Website, as well as completion of on -line tasks from
Pearson’s Active learn / Linguascope /Languages on line
Higher French Pupils- (Lead Teacher Mrs Cassels)
Pupils will be expected to fully prepare and revise for any approaching SQA Speaking test. Once speaking test
completed focus will turn towards revision for the Directed Writing aspect of the course in school. Home Learning
will take the form of skills development via Scholar Website, as well as completion of on -line tasks from Pearson’s
Active learn / Linguascope /Languages on line.
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Senior Spanish:
N4/5 Spanish Pupils (Lead Teacher Ms E Williams/Mrs Millar)
Pupils will be expected to fully prepare and revise for any approaching SQA Speaking test. Once speaking test
completed focus will turn towards revision for the Writing aspect of the course in school (job application). Home
Learning will take the form of skills development via Scholar Website, as well as completion of on -line tasks from
Pearson’s Active learn / Linguascope /Languages on line.
Higher Spanish Pupils- (Lead Teacher Mrs M Millar)
Pupils will be expected to fully prepare and revise for any approaching SQA Speaking test. Once speaking test
completed focus will turn towards revision for the Directed Writing aspect of the course in school. Home Learning
will take the form of skills development via Scholar Website, as well as completion of on -line tasks from Pearson’s
Active learn Linguascope //Languages on line.
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Physical Education
Mr Tearney
S1– S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1-3 BGE "Wheely fit"
S3 Elective Olympic athlete (continued)

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
National 4
National 5
Higher
Adv Higher
Sport and Rec
Ex and Fit

Continue with outcomes
Continue with portfolio
Review Social factor
Review sections 1-2B /start section 3
Coaching module
Revision for outcome 2 assessment
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Pupil Support Leaders
Pupil Support Team
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
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Sciences (Biology, Chemistry and Physics)
Dr Robertson
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1 WEEK B (22-26 Mar 21). Moving on with topic and reinforcing on line material when in class.
1A1
Chemical reactions: Signs
1A2
Chemical reactions: Signs
1A3
Chemical reactions: Signs
1O1
Cells 1: Microscopes
1O2
Chemical Reactions 6: Controlling the speed of a chemical reaction with concentration.
1O3
Cells 1: Microscopes
1S1
Cells 1: Microscopes
1S2
Cells 1: Microscopes
1S3
Reaction speed and temperature
S2 WEEK B (22-26 Mar 21). Moving on with topic and reinforcing when in class.
2A1
Communications : invisible radiations
2A2
Acids and Bases: Acid Rain
2A3
Communications : invisible radiations
2O1
Communications – Invisible Radiations
2O2
Vaccinations
2S1
Body Systems 4: Diseases and Vaccinations
2S2
Acid and Bases: Acid Rain
2S3
Body Systems - Diseases
CHEM. S3 Fertilisers Moving on with topics and reinforcing when in class
BIO
S3
The Brain
PHY
S3
Risks of Space Travel

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Nat 4 BIO
Consolidation of all work carried out throughout lockdown at home and in school. Reinforcement
will be carried out in class depending on pupil’s needs.
Nat 5 BIO
Evolution: Natural selection
Higher BIO
Consolidation of booklet 1.1 at home and topic 3.1 in school. Reinforcement will be carried out in
class depending on pupil’s needs.
AH BIO Consolidation of 2.1 and 2.2 in school and as home learning, with further reinforcement and support in
school.
Nat 4 CHEM
Revision of Unit 1
Nat 5 CHEM
Revision of Unit 3
Higher CHEM Consolidation of all work carried out throughout lockdown at home and in school. Reinforcement
will be carried out in class depending on pupil’s needs.
AH CHEM
Continue with organic chemistry
Nat 3 PHY
Consolidation of Waves topic
Nat 5 PHY
Radiation: Activity and Half-Life. Continuing with topic and reinforcing when in class.
Higher PHY
Consolidation of Electricity topic. Reinforcement will be carried out in class depending on pupil’s
needs.
AH PHY Circuits – Inductors. Consolidation of Electromagnetism unit
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Social Subjects (Geography, History, Modern Studies, Politics)
Mrs Bannon
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
S1/2 in all Social Subjects will be studying one of the following topics in class. They can then complete projects on
the other two topics at home. All materials and instructions can be found on Teams pages and teachers can be
contacted through Teams or via email.
S1: The Titanic, Capital Punishment, Japan
S2: Scotland's Slave Trade, Capital Punishment, Country Comparison: Scotland and Japan
S3 Geography: Factors affecting Population Structures (in school), Comparing Population Structures Project (at
home)
S3 History (Miss Tinning): In class completing a Nat 5 Question: Evaluate the Usefulness.
S3 (Miss Rea): We shall be dissecting an Evaluate the Usefulness response on the plantations in class and setting
the question as homework. We shall be exploring how slaves actively and passively resisted doing work and how
they would be disciplined. On teams students have to complete work on Thistlewood's plantation.
S3 Modern Studies: Causes of crime (In school) and Effects of crime (at home)

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Geography and Travel and Tourism
National 4: Continuing to work through outcomes
National 5: Limestone Features, Farming in the developing world (in school) revision of Environmental Hazards (at
home)
Higher: Global Atmospheric Circulation and the ITCZ (in school), revision tasks (at home)
AH: Continuing to work on folio pieces
Travel and Tourism: Employability and Customer Service tasks
History
Miss Tinning
Nat 3/4/5: Continue to explore the impact of the Great War on Scottish society, we shall look at how rationing
was introduced and how the role of women changed during the Great War. On Teams there are National 3,
National 4, National 5 booklets for students to work through to help with consolidating their learning so far on the
unit and exam question practice questions.
Higher: Completing Issue 4 by learning about the impact that the Empire had on Scotland. On teams there are
exam questions for each of the 4 issues for students to work through to help consolidate their learning.
Miss Rea
National 5: We shall be continuing to explore the impact of the Great War on Scottish society, we shall look at
how rationing was introduced and how the role of women changed during the Great War. On Teams there are
National 4 and National 5 booklets for students to work through to help with consolidating their learning so far on
the unit and exam question practice questions.
Higher: Students are examining the Sudetenland crisis and how war nearly erupted in Europe in 1938 and the role
of appeasement. Students need to consider if the Munich Agreement was a 'success' or as in the words of
Winston Churchill an 'unmitigated defeat'.
Advanced Higher: We shall be continuing with Issue 10: Great Patriotic War and looking at the battles of Moscow,
Leningrad and Stalingrad. We shall be assessing the nature of Stalin's leadership throughout these conflicts.
Modern Studies
National 4/5: Inequalities in the USA (In school) and Government Policies (Home learning)
Higher: Voting Behaviour - Factors include: The media; Social class and Age
AH: Impact of Crime on Perpetrators, Victims, Families and wider society
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Support for Learning
Mr Nelson
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
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Technologies (D&M, Graph Comm, Food & Consumer Tech)
Mr Stembridge
S1 – S3 Broad General Education Update:
If completing any practical tasks, you must be supervised by a parent or carer at home. Your safety, whilst
working at home, is very important to us. Please get permission and be aware of the hazards involved before
using any tools, utensils, or equipment. Completing practical tasks is always optional and alternative tasks will
be given.
S1 Food and Consumer Technology – Scottish Dietary Goals – Fats and Sugars
S2 Food and Consumer Technology – Food Choice/Textile Technology as set in each Team
S3 Graphic Communication: Pukka Tea – continue with Task 2, tea box sides DTP plans
S3 Practical Woodwork: practical sessions: Complete any work as set in class time
S3 Design and Manufacture: practical sessions: Complete any work as set in class time
S3 Fashion and Textile Technology: Writing a Specification for Skirts and Completing the Resource Proforma
S3 Health and Food Technology: Organisations that Protect the Consumer

S4/5/6 Senior Phase Update:
Your continued safety, whilst working at home, is important to us. Please get permission and be aware of the
hazards involved before using any tools, utensils, or equipment. Completing practical tasks is always optional
and alternative tasks will be given.
N5 Practical Woodwork: Practical session
N5 Design and Manufacture: Practical session: working toward planning for manufacture sheet
N4/5 Practical Metalwork: practical session
N4/5 Graphic Communication: final sketch tasks
L1/2 DEC: write up in class tasks and continue to fill blank pages in your presentation
N4/5 Fashion and Textile Technology – Continue with theory work set during practical session.
N4/5 Health and Food Technology: – Consumer Rights
N5 Practical Cake Craft – Complete any work as set in class time
Higher Graphic Communication – continue work on manual assignment tasks, please continue to submit work.
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